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Wolfgang and I before the departure at the
01.06.12
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Transaction according to my motorcycle-tour and through Ireland
From the 01.06. up to the 19.06.2012

©by Peter Homann
We drive through following Grafschaften/Kreise:
1. Antrim
2. Derry
3. Leitrim
4. Sligo
5. Mayo
6. Galway
7. Clare
8. Limerick
9. Kerry
10.Cork
11.Waterford
12.Wexford
13.Wicklow
14.Dublin
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1. Approach
Depart the 01.06.12 on Friday at 13:00 o'clock over Husum, Tondern
to the Fährhafen after Esbjerg (Dk).
We set off with best weather from Weddingstedt and reached the
England-ferry in Esbjerg against 16:00 o'clock.

Had itself before the ferry among others meanwhile ca. 70
motorcyclists angefunden, that Z. biggest part to the TT-Rennen on
the Isle of Man wanted.

The embarkation began against 17:20 o'clock
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We, (Wolfgang and I) covered our two-bed-cubicle on the 8.Deck
and at 18:20 o'clock the ferry set aside.

As first, we drank one to two Guinneses then on board and went
into the Koje then however early.
On Saturday the 02.06. we reached the harbor and it against 11:30
o'clock then still lasted 1/2 Stds. until we could leave the ferry.
We did ourselves with strong clouding over highway then,
association - and country roads on the way to our first housing in
England, to the Grail Court hotel in Burton UponTrent, that we
reached against 16:00 o'clock.
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The Grail Court hotel was built about 1825

and partly sees in the Innern richtig gemütlich aus. In the evening,
we have strolled through the small small town, that turned out as
brewery-city, here then becomes among others auch das Coors-Bier
gebraut. After we with the host another little „Guinnes “

had chatted we went to sleep.
In the nearest acre, Sunday the 03.06., the evil dawn, it rained!: - (
But it was of use to nothing, after the luxuriant breakfast, we got
going after Liverpool.
After approximately 3 Std. We reached trip the city center of
Liverpool (against 12:30 o'clock) and normally we wanted to look at
Liverpool since our ferry should only drive to Belfast against 22:30.
But the rain did us a line through the bill, but fortunately a museum
had opened and there, we could acquire coffee and cakes and could
consume. After we had looked at the museum, we drove much art
(many pictures) against 15:00 o'clock through the Kingsway tunnel
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to the Fähranleger Birkenhead and there, we could spend in the
warm waiting-room of the Stena Line the last hours then. At 20:30
o'clock, we drove on the ferry then - and sees there, the sun came
out.
On the ship, we have fish and chips then + Guinnes consumes, I
must say to it - however always only one beer!!
2. Begin the Ireland-tour
On Monday the 04.06. if we came in at 06:10 o'clock into the harbor
of Belfast, the heaven didn't rain however was clouded. To filling up,
we drove north in direction then and sees there, the sun came out,
the clouds disappeared and now the first difference comes between
tour-planning and transaction. I had the sightseeing of the
Cerrickferguss Castle as first / planned, since we were in Belfast
however too early, we could give ourselves this excursion and so we
are Rope Brigdes on the Antrim coastal-street of N2 in direction /
Giant`s Causeway driven. In Cushendall, we are turned from the N2
and driven on the tiny coastal-street to the Torr Head look-out. The
street was 1,5 to 2 m wide about, sideways from stone-walls it
restricts and went to run brawls and down. We had be an unique
gaze on the Antrim Coast and this small street only for motorcyclists
however geeignet.
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Before Ballycastle, we drove it on the N2, then on the 15 to the
Rope Brigde, again, a Hängebrücke is the one bridged 24m low
ravines from the mainland to the island.
Unfortunately we didn't can on the bridge since she/it was busy to
this time of marathon-runner and they told us –in on our demand
approximately 45 Min. we could on the bridge - no thank you. We
went back to the parking place,
/ and earned our second breakfast there.
So, the bridge looks

Again, it has not worked out once so like planned and so we drove
the Giants Causeway on the 146 to our next goal
–the Giants Causeway exists from approximately 38000 meist
sechseckige dunkle Basaltsäulen. According to the saga, Fionn Mac
Camhail (FinnMacCool) built itself in gray antiquity of the reams from
longing after his/its Angebetenen a land-bridge. Now, the geological
explanation speaks them/her/it of a basalt-lava before 60 million
years upwards shot.
After the extensive sightseeing of the columns
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we proceeded
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to whiskey-distillery after Bushmills.
Bushmills distillery is one of the oldest Destillery of the world (since
1608).
We have viewed also this distillery extensively and it continued after
one young sample then, at the Dunclue Castle past,

to our first overnight stay in Northern Ireland
the Coolmore House in Coleraine.
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This was, the shortest route of our tour in fact 164 km that went
however almost only at the coast long in fact the whole time with
most beautiful weather.
In the Coolmore House, we were greeted by Mrs.Valerie Doey on
the most cordial and she/it showed us our room.
Comment: I had all B&B over the Internet booked a double room
with two beds in fact and everywhere we were lifted very kindly,
and we have enjoyed this friendliness and coming towards very
much.
Since our housing lay has gone we to bed early in the middle of the
gelding-pampa and has us then
on Tuesday the 05.06. about approximately 08:45 Uhr auf den Weg
nach Donegal gemacht und zwar fuhren wir nach Navi, die kürzeste
Strecke. Arrived in Donegal, we immediately drove through then, to
the cliffs Slieve League.
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Slieve League, that with 609m highest Seeklippen Europe,
approximately 60 lie km to the west of the city Donegal. The cliffs
are one of the Highlights of a trip to Ireland.

According to the sightseeing, it went back to Donegal, Donegal is a
small place with ca.2.200 people, has a cloister-ruin and a castle, the
castle the O`Donnell Castle was destroyed Hugh`Donnell in view of
the approaching Englishmen in the year 1595 of his/its owner.
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After sightseeing of these installations, we proceeded to our next
quarters „Tree Tops “in Sligo.

On recommendation of the guest-people, we visited one pub and
there, wir5s have met motorcyclists from the area Thuringia, it
became another nice evening.

Wednesday 06.06. Depart after Galway about 09:30, weather
doesn't cloud drily however.
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About 13:00, we met in Galway an and covered our room in the
St.Judes.

After him/it we us newly had done we strolled to the bay of Galway
/
and visited the second-oldest pub of Galway, O`Connors.
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In the evening we went to the Pup once again, since there should be
live music, it became a very beautiful evening. On the next day, we
wanted to do a round-tour through Connemara originally.
Thursday the 07.06. and again it became nothing with the planning,
it rained the whole day in streams and so we drove with the taxi into
the city center, viewed the oldest pub of Galway „Kings Head “, but
that was too sterile us and so we could be driven to the O´Connors
again where a bond played from 22:30 again.

A couple from America
Against 24:00 o'clock, we did ourselves on the way home, it had
stopped to rain.
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Friday 08.06. The next tour was on the agenda, at 08:50 o'clock, we
got going after Tralee. We drove on the N 67 through the landscape
„The Burren “, in Ballyvaughan, we turned on the 477 to our next
goal right „Cliff of Moher “.
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As we had to reckon throughout Ireland with it to stand suddenly on
the small streets with respect to sheep.
Cliff of Moher: that of Cliff is high 214m and extends over 8 km
hin.Sie is at the West coast of the Country Clare, they have
her/its/their name of a destroyed foothills away „Mothar “that
was destroyed during the Napoleonic wars.
But also here made the weather for us a line through the planning.
We approached the Cliff on smallest streets and didn't have been
aware of that the wind more and more strongly became. As we
wanted to drive on the parking place then, we had a small storm and
that was enough there in order to throw our motorcycles from the
pillar twice, it reached us and we immediately drove in`s valley
down and then
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further on the N67, N 483 after Kilrush/Killimer there took the ferry
we over the Shannon after Trabert

and further it went on the 69 according to Tralee. We slept in the
Glen-fort of House.
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Saturday 09.06. Now, it was beyond the famous „ring of Kerry “on

the N70 until Sneem, there, we turned on a small side-street again
and drove with Moll`s Cap on the N71 to Killarney. Before Killarney,
we viewed the manorhouse „Muckross House “.
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In the Aldi market in Killarney, we have still procured ourselves
Guinnes for the soccer game in the evening, that we have looked at
us in our quarters in the St.Anthony`s Logde then, then.
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Sunday 10.06. Our present-day goal is the 195 km distant Macroom,
we also drove with inferior clouding today, the sun seemed often,
over which Healy Pass (574)

after Glengariff, there on the N 71 until Skibbereen then on the
additional-routes 593, 587 after Macroom, on this route, we drove
mainly through tree-avenues and small streets. In Macroom, we
stayed the night in the Fountain House with Pat and Brenda Condon.

Also here, a cordial reception expected us again, Pat is a police
officer in Macroom. The house is lain at a lake very romantically.
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Monday 11.06. Now, it should on our next to the last stretchsection, after Wexford goes. This tour, we have driven with clouded
weather over national highways for the most part.

In the evening, we have still gone into the place, ca.30 min.
Fußweg),zum „Dinner “and into one pub to the live-music.
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Tuesday 12.06. Now, we reach for the last tour,
/ the normal route-length after Dublin amounts to 144 km, but we
drove the longer route 223 km through the Wicklow Mountain and
came promptly in the mountains into the rain, that has left us until
Dublin no longer. That was after the shower in England, that second
experience that „moist type “. After three hours trip through the
rain, we had reached Dublin against 13:30 o'clock then and our goal
for the next 5 days, that Qurtier in Temple bar O´Sheas Merchant.
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The eldest pub of Ireland
„Brazen Head “
We could push our motorcycles in a storeroom and touched the
motorcycles only on the departure-day (Sunday) again.
Dublin: foundation of the city
The Viking got 837 to Dublin and aimed with a fleet of 65 ships with
Dubh Linn. Actually, Dublin was established by the Viking twice–first
as trade-station, then, in the year 917, as fast city or Dún.
The Dublin of the Viking collapsed as the Viking-king Asculf fled,
after Diarmait Mac Murchada and the Norman Strongbow Dublin
had conquered.
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Wednesday 13.06. until Sunday the 17.06. In the following days, we
enforced following sightseeings on foot:
The Guinnes brewery,

The water comes from the Wicklow Mountain
/ On the roof of the brewery
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the Old Jameson whiskey Distillery, she/it was established 1780 of
John Jameson in the Bow Street. The whiskey almost became 200
years long, until 1971, in Dublin produces

Dublin Castle, builds between 1208 and 1220.

Mehir Castle, was unfortunately closed because of renovation, /
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the national WAX museum,

The Trinity college library exists since the Trinity college was
established 1952 of the queen Elizabeth. The library has be become
accommodate a continuance of virtually 3 million books that in 8
buildings.
In the Long Room, that is long 65m, approximately 200.000 of the
oldest books of the library are alone stored.

Book of Kells, was written more than 1000 years ago and contains
a richly embellished transcription of the Latin text of the four
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gospels. The monks of Iona, a cloister about 561 on the island Iona,
probably produced the book of Kells beginning of the ninth century.

Dublina–a showing over the time of the Viking in Dublin,
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/ The smallpoxes
That Christian Church Cathredal
/ / Nanu??

One had to would write a small book in order to portray the
impressions. I restrict myself to the concepts like –Überwältigend,
impressively and memorize. So, we had after each tour in the
evening „round feet “.
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In our quarters, that O`Sheas, was each evening „live-music
“announced, it played everyone another band and we in the middle
in there once.
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We were natural also in Ireland of oldest Pup (1198) the Brazen
Head, that diagonally us opposite lay.
Here still pictures of some pubs in Templebar
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So slowly we looked forward to our way home however and so we
got up on Sunday at 06:00 o'clock, our suitcases installed at the
motorcycles, had breakfast and drove Dublin to the ferry–
Holeyhead.

We reached Holeyhaed against 11:45 o'clock and drove at the coast
along direction Liverpool in order to turn before Liverpool right then
to our quarters for this day, that Holliday Inn in chain-ring. On
Monday the 18. it continued to the ferry after Harwich and then
with the ferry after Esbjerg (Dk). The transit proceeded at quiet sea
and most beautiful Wetter,problemlos.
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we reached Esbjerg against 13:00 o'clock, Wolfgang drove direction
Hanover and I to Weddingstedt then, that I after 3200 driven km
and against 15:00 o'clock reached.
We were enthusiastic about the beautiful landscape and the
friendliness of the Irish population. This tour has really been
worthwhile and I can only recommend her/it/them.
I had the entire stretch-leadership at the computer with him/it at
home „motorcycle-route-planners “works for and transfers from the
PC into the navigation-appliance, TOM TOM RAIDER II.
The total costs for this tour amounted on approximately 2000 €.
We have not looked at the cent (.
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Fahrabschnitte:
1. Weddingstedt–Esbjerg

170 km

(Ferry after Harwich Uk)
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2. Harwich–Liverpool
440 km
, Overnight stay in Burton up on Trent and
Ferry after Belfast,
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3. Belfast–Coleraine
4. Coloraine–Sligo

164 km
290 km

5. Sligo–Galway

145 km

6. Galway–Tralee

200 km

7. Tralee–Killarney

171 km
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8. Killarbey–Macroom

195 km

9. Macroom–Wexford

326 km

10. Wexford–Dublin

224 km
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Temporal course the tour and overnight stays
02.06.2012 GPSS 52.80400-1.63323
04.06.2012
Approaches Grail Court hotel
Irl 1.Coolmore House
Station Street
81 Coolyvenny Road
Burton-on-Trent
Aghadowey/Coleraine
Phone: 00441283741155
Tel:00442870354042
enqiries@grailcourthotel.com

coolmorehouse@aol.com

05.06.2012GPS 54.26348N-8.46622W
Irl 2 Tree Topses
Cleveragh Road
Sligo Town Co.Sligo
Phone: 00353877654816

06. and 07.06 2012
Irl 2 St.Judeses
110 Lower Salthills
Galway
Tel.:0035391521619

treetops@iol.je

info@st-judes.com

Irl 3 08.06.2012

Irl 4 09.06.2012
GPS510339N092920W

Glen Fort House
80 Ard Na Sidhe Mounthawk
Tralee Co.Kerry
Phone: 00353667122058
glenforthouse@eircom.net

St.Anthonys Logde
Park Road
Killarny Co.Kerry
00353646631534
info@best-bb-killarny.com

Irl 5 10.06.2012GPS51.873802-6.464055
Irl 6 11.06.2012
Fountain House
GPS52.343143-6.464055
Leeview
FerryCarring Lodge
Wexford
Macroom co.Cork
00353669792132
003532643813
fountainhouse@hotmail.com ferrycarring@wexford-accomodation.com

Irl 7 12.06.bis 16.06.2012
O`sheas Merchant
Dublin 12 Lower Brigde Street Dublin 8
0035316793797

Return trip 17.06.2012
Holliday Inn
Kettering(UK,
441536210210

osheasmerchant@oceanfree.net

Installation 1 tour-courses
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Expenses-installation

Expenses-installation
Ireland-tour June 2012
Place
Gas
Ferry
Housing
Esbjerg
11,50 € 356,00 €
Burton-on-Trent45,00 € 174,25 €
53,00 €
Liverpool
Coleraine
26,30 €
40,00 €
Ligo
45,00 €
Galway
43,50 €
120,00 €
" " Connemara
21,10 €
Tralee
23,50 €
35,00 €
Killarney
20,90 €
40,00 €
Macroom
23,74 €
40,00 €
Wexford
40,20 €
75,00 €
Dublin
27,60 €
63,54 €
350,00 €
Harwich
64,20 €
64,00 €
Weddingstedt
11,50€
347,54 €
entire

1.814,83 €

593,79 €

862,00 €

Km
175
440
160
105
313
192
200
171
195
326
224
545
175
3221

Stand: 29.11.11
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Sources and aids
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Polyglott on tour -Irland At Oige Irish Hostel Assocation
B&B Irishman-country, records of the tourist bureau Ireland in Frankfurt,
Ireland most beautiful car-tours
Nordirland Touristenführer
Ireland the vacation-planner and rice-leaders
Card from Ireland in the standard 1:670 000
Motorcycle-route-planners
Navi Tom Tom Raider with installed cards from Denmark, England and
Ireland
10.
Dream-trips Ireland of philosophy, 160 pages ISBN 3-86047-324-7,
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